Leary’s goal is to give operators a tool to enable them to decrease make-ready time. Our **Array™ and MAQ™** controller lines, with cutting edge gluing and inspection technology, are paired with **Monet** software, an interface that is so simple to use that it delivers an immediate cost savings.

**Monet** software decreases both make-ready time and training time. Production time is increased since operators can easily maneuver through programming new jobs. Training time is decreased as the **Monet** software automatically configures the valve, trigger, glue and detection locations on the carton after selecting a carton style and entering the carton dimensions.

This software program is filled with unique advantages that make the entire gluing and detection process simple and operator friendly.

- **Simple** glue application and detection Job Setup
- Language neutral
- Decrease training time
- Increase production and quality awareness
- Controller interface uniformity
- Software upgrade available for existing Leary controllers
- Compatible with iQ™ Smart Services cloud-based data collection

We keep it Simple...  
It’s about Time
Easy as... 1-2-3

1
Choose your carton style.

2
Enter carton dimensions.

3
Start making cartons!

We keep it Simple ... It’s about Time